This file table contains the 5,357 genes that have an allelic specific SNP (i.e whose reads can be unambiguously separated between the maternal and paternal genomes) and therefore could bewere tested for allele-ic specific expression between the balancer and wild-type chromosomes. The remaining, non-tested genes were too lowly expressed or lacked haplotype-specific SNVs.

The genes are divided into 512 DE genes (in the column signf denoted as "s") and, 4,845 non-DE genes (signf = “i”).
The 343 differentially expressed genes with a >1.5-fold change have signf = "s" and abs(log2FoldChange) > log2(1.5). 

baseMean is the mean of normalized read counts, padj is the corrected p-value. Raw RNA-seq read counts are also provided on the lab website, http://furlonglab.embl.de/data

Copy number variants (CNVs): in cases where at least one exon of a gene overlaps a CNV, the type of the CNV is indicated in the column overlapping_CNV.  For testable genes (signf != "n") we further checked if the type of the CNV is concordant with the direction of change in gene expression (see Methods, e.g. wild-type deletion is concordant with increased expression in the balancer). There are 212 genes whose change in expression is likely explained by CNVs (putatively_explained_by_CNV = TRUE). This includes 50 DE genes (signf = "s" and putatively_explained_by_CNV = TRUE), and in particular 42 DE genes with a >1.5-fold change (signf = "s" and abs(log2FoldChange) > log2(1.5) and putatively_explained_by_CNV = TRUE).

Aberrant transcription start sites: we manually inspected the 343 differentially expressed genes with a >1.5-fold change, and found 51 genes (putatively_explained_by_aberrant_TSS = TRUE) where the TSS observed in RNA-seq data did not agree with any of the annotated TSSes. Of these 51 genes, 6 were already included in the 42 genes putatively explained by CNVs, so in the paper we report an additional 45 genes that can be explained by aberrant TSS.

